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Abstract: We review several examples of how spectrally-selective photonic structures may be used to improve solar cell systems. Firstly, we introduce different spectrally-selective structures that are based on interference effects. Examples shown include Rugate filter, edge filter and 3D photonic crystals such as artificial opals. In the second part, we discuss several examples of photovoltaic (PV) concepts that utilize spectral selectivity such as fluorescence collectors, upconversion systems, spectrum splitting concepts and the intermediate reflector concept. The potential of spectrally selective filters in the context of solar cells is discussed.
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1. Introduction

Optical elements are used in many different ways for the task of improving solar cell efficiencies. Examples range from antireflection coatings, i.e., layers deposited directly on the solar cell to reduce front surface reflections [1,2], to lenses or mirrors, devices separated from the cell to concentrate radiation [3,4]. In this paper we focus on a special class of optical elements, namely spectrally
selective filters and how these filters can be used to improve solar cells. The aim of this work is to give an overview of different kinds of applicable filters and of the photovoltaic concepts in which they are used. The defining characteristics of spectrally-selective filters for PV applications are typically:

1. A specific spectral range in which the filter is highly reflective;
2. Another spectral range in which the filter is highly transparent. Frequently, these ranges are close-by, so that an additional requirement is
3. A steep edge between the both ranges.

In most PV concepts, the reflection is used to trap and transport light to the solar cell. A non perfect reflection, therefore, results in a reduction of the light trapping abilities of the system. A non perfect transmission, on the other hand prevents light from entering the solar cell system in the first place and therefore also reduces the light trapping abilities. The combination of all three requirements results in very high demands on the filters in question.

Suitable filter characteristics are provided by interference structures. Light reflected at different places within the structures interferes constructively or destructively, creating the desired high reflectance or transmittance. Several examples of such filters are introduced in the next paragraph. These examples are the Rugate filter, the band stop filter and the opal. Design criteria for these filters are presented and reflection characteristics are shown.

In the subsequent sections, PV applications are discussed that use spectral selectivity. The concepts are distinguished by whether the wavelength of the incident light is changed. The concepts discussed include fluorescent concentrators, upconversion, spectrum splitting by geometrical arrangement or by combination of spectral selectivity and scattering and intermediate reflectors. The list does not make a claim to completeness, as the possibilities with spectrally selective filters are numerous. The aim is, however, to deliver a compendium of the ideas behind spectral selectivity in PV that is adorned with interesting and illustrative examples.

2. Spectrally Selective Interference Filters

In this section several types of interference filters are discussed and advantages and disadvantages of the specific filters are evaluated. Common to all these filters is that the spectral characteristic is created via interference. A periodic arrangement of different materials with different refractive indices typically results in a spectral region in which the reflected or scattered waves superimpose constructively. This phenomenon may be described by the theory of photonic crystals [5]. The spectral region of high reflectance here corresponds to a so-called photonic bandgap. Like the band gap in a semiconductor, the photonic bandgap is a region in the k-space in which certain energy states are forbidden. As the photons may not enter the crystal, they must be reflected. All photonic crystals that possess a photonic bandgap exhibit spectral selectivity in principle. The demand for a high transmission in other spectral regions, however, is sometimes obtained more efficiently, if one diverges from strict periodicity. In general, spectrally selective structures with a convenient characteristic therefore contain periodic and non-periodic aspects.

An important issue in the design of the photonic structure is that the filters have a limited thickness. The limits are set either by production methods of the filters themselves or within the solar cell
concepts. Also the costs of the filters play a considerable role. Real filters will therefore not exceed thicknesses of 10 µm and be much thinner than that in most cases. We have endeavored to include this aspect in the discussion.

In the following, we will concentrate on three examples for filters with convenient characteristics. The first example is the Rugate filter, a structure with a 1D periodic refractive index profile that is additionally modulated. The second example is the edge filter, a structure consisting of two materials that are arranged in alternating layers with aperiodic thicknesses. The third example is the opal, a 3D photonic crystal.

2.1. Rugate Filter

One example for a filter with convenient characteristics is the Rugate filter. The Rugate filter is an advanced version of the Bragg stack. Whereas the Bragg stack consists of two materials and is characterized by a step-function of the refractive index profile, the Rugate filter features a sinusoidal variation of the refractive index. The consequence of this sinusoidal variation is a suppression of harmonic reflections. The Rugate filter has theoretically only a single reflection peak around the design wavelength \( \lambda_0 \). The presence of only a single reflection peak with an adjustable spectral position and width is a valuable characteristic for application on solar cells, as unwanted reflection in the spectral range in which the solar cell absorbs prevents light from entering the solar cell. Losses connected with this process may reduce a positive effect of the filter to zero or even result in an adulterated performance of the solar cell.

The design wavelength for the position of the reflection peak is given by:

\[
\lambda_0 = 2 \cdot \bar{n} \cdot \Lambda
\]  

(1)

In this equation, \( \Lambda \) is the period length of one sinus and \( \bar{n} \) is the mean refractive index of the filter materials. The mean refractive index is also found in the refractive index profile, which, for a normal Rugate filter, is given by:

\[
n(z) = \bar{n} + \Delta n \cdot \sin \left( \frac{2 \pi}{\Lambda} \cdot z \right)
\]  

(2)

Here \( 2 \Delta n \) is the maximum refractive index distance. For a typical Rugate filter, the width of the reflection peak is defined by \( \Delta n \). The higher the contrast, the broader is the reflection peak. This is shown in Figure 1.

A normal Rugate filter still shows sidelobes, i.e., reflections outside the peak region (Figure 2.). To suppress sidelobes, Southwell [6] suggested the use of an envelope function and matching to the adjoined materials. Using these suggestions, the resulting characteristics almost perfectly fit to the demands (Figure 2). It has to be said that an optimization with these steps increases the number of periods needed for a certain reflectance in the peak region.

The characteristics shown in Figure 2 are simulation results. As Figure 2(b) shows, a complete suppression of harmonic reflections is not achieved even with thick Rugate filters.

Optimized Rugate filters are produced with CVD processes (see example [7]). The continuous variation of the refractive indices is achieved by controlling the gas flows. However, to really match
the optimum profile, the control needs to be very accurate and typically the achieved results differ considerably from what is theoretically possible. Especially the suppression of reflections outside the peak region is very hard. Contemporary Rugate filters do not reach the quality of two material assemblies (see next subsection). The control of the width of the reflection peak is limited by the availability of suitable materials. If the absorption needs to be negligible in the visible spectral range, the refractive index ratios are typically in the range of 1.5. Still, the attributes of Rugate filters makes them interesting options for the application on solar cells.

**Figure 1.** Relative width of the reflection peak of a Rugate filter as a function of the relation of maximum and minimum refractive index of the filter. A relative width of 25% means that, if the design wavelength of the Rugate filter is $\lambda_0 = 800$ nm, the width of the peak will be ca. 200 nm and the peak will cover a range between $\lambda_- = 700$ nm and $\lambda_+ = 900$ nm.

**Figure 2.** (a) Refractive index profile and (b) reflection characteristics of a normal Rugate filter (light grey) and an optimized Rugate filter (blue). The optimized refractive index profile is enveloped with a Gaussian function and matched to a material with $n = 1.5$. The related reflection characteristic shows that sidelobes are suppressed, but the first harmonic reflection has not vanished completely. Furthermore, the reflection peak of the optimized filter is narrower than that of the un-optimized case.
2.2. Edge Filter

Many problems of the Rugate filter can be avoided by using a filter with a simpler assembly. One example for a filter that only consists of two materials but nevertheless shows characteristics that are suitable for PV applications is the edge filter. Whereas the Rugate filter features a modulated periodic function of the refractive index, the edge filter features an a-periodic step function. The edge filter can be obtained from a Bragg stack by varying the thicknesses of the individual layers. In that way, a high reflection is kept in a chosen spectral region, while the a-periodicity is used to suppress reflections outside the peak region. An advantage over the Rugate filter is given by the higher degree of freedom in the design of edge filters. While for the Rugate filter the characteristics for the complete spectrum are defined, for the edge filter only the spectral region of interest needs to be considered.

With aperiodic structures, nearly every desired spectral reflection characteristic can theoretically be realized. In practice, the thickness of the filter limits the characteristics and typically a certain number of layers or a certain filter thickness is chosen and the characteristics are optimized within this presetting. Optimization methods for edge filters can be found in several books on thin film design (example [8]). An interesting method is the needle-optimization algorithm [9].

Figure 3. (a) Distribution of thicknesses for an optimized edge filter and (b) reflection characteristic. The filter was optimized theoretically using an evolutionary algorithm and starting with a Bragg-stack. In the thickness distribution, the red lines give the thicknesses that a Bragg-stack with comparable characteristics would have. The thicknesses of the single layers of the edge filter are distributed around these lines. For the edge filter, therefore, some periodicity remains. The filter was optimized to transmit between $\lambda = 400 \text{ nm}$ and $\lambda = 700 \text{ nm}$ and to reflect between $\lambda = 700 \text{ nm}$ and $\lambda = 1,000 \text{ nm}$. The number of layers used was preset to 76.

2.3. Opal

The opal is an example of a 3D photonic crystal. A photonic crystal is an artificial material with a periodic variation of the refractive index in one or more spatial dimensions. The opal consists of spheres that are ordered in an fcc (face centered cubic) lattice. The refractive index of the opal is therefore varied in all three spatial dimensions; therefore it is called a 3D photonic crystal. The Rugate
filter would be an example of a 1D photonic crystal, because the periodicity is formed only in the z-direction. The edge filter is not a photonic crystal in the classical sense, because it lacks periodicity.

Characteristic for a photonic crystal is that the dispersion relation of photons within the crystal is displayed in a band diagram. This is an analogy to dielectric crystal, for which the dispersion relation of electrons is displayed in a band diagram. In fact, the whole idea of photonic crystals emerged from this analogy. Within the photonic band structure, photonic band gaps exist; these band gaps are regions in k-space for which no photons can exist within the crystal. For incident photons, a photonic band gap will manifest as a spectral range of high reflection. The opal possesses a photonic band gap for normal incidence [10] in the growth direction of the crystal, causing the formation of a reflection peak. Structure and reflection characteristics of an opal are shown in Figure 4.

**Figure 4.** (a) Sketch of the opal structure opal and (b) reflection characteristic. Spheres are ordered in a closest package. For this configuration several possibilities exist for the stacking sequence. Mainly two kinds of sequences are distinguished, the sequence ABAB… which corresponds to an hcp (hexagonal closest packed) crystal lattice and ABCABC… which corresponds to the fcc (face centered cubic) crystal lattice. The opal features a photonic band gap which generates a spectrally dependent reflection. The shown characteristic is that of a simulated opal consisting of 22 layers of spheres with \( n = 1.5 \) in air. Sphere diameter was set to \( D = 255 \) nm.

The advantage of opals is that they are formed in a self-organizing process which allows a potentially cheap and fast large scale deposition. However, fabricated opals suffer from several problems. The worst problem is that fabricated opals show much less order than desired. Cracks appear in the opal that are the source of scattering. Most opals therefore show a high reflectance for short wavelengths. Additionally, the disorder has the effect that only a certain amount of sphere layers contribute to the photonic effect. The effective thickness is therefore typically lower than the geometric thickness. Another problem is that harmonic reflections in the opal cannot yet be suppressed. In the Rugate filter, harmonics were suppressed by a grading of the refractive index profile, for the edge filter disorder yielded the desired effect. These strategies are very difficult to apply to the opal. A grading of the refractive index profile is only possible with tremendous experimental effort. Disorder in the opal is initially a source of unwanted scattering. To trigger a certain effect on the spectral
characteristics, disorders would have to be induced intentionally. This procedure would require a lot of additional effort. Despite the mentioned disadvantages, potential applications for the opal exist, especially if 3D photonic properties such as 3D diffractive and spectrally-selective or long pass characteristics are required.

2.4. Angular Dependence

Finally, the angular dependence of spectrally selective filters is briefly discussed. This issue is important because typically filters are designed under the assumption of normal light incidence, but in real-world applications light will impinge on the filter from other directions as well.

In this consideration we assume that the filters are sufficiently periodic, so the angular dependence follows Bragg’s condition. This assumption is valid for the Rugate filter. It is valid for the opal for light incident under acute angles ($\alpha < 50^\circ$), and it is valid with constrictions also for the edge filter as the filter is mostly periodic.

The angular dependent characteristic for a periodic filter following Braggs’ description is given by:

$$\lambda(\alpha) = \lambda_0 \sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{\sin \alpha}{\bar{n}}\right)^2}$$

(1)

In this equation $\alpha$ is the angle of incidence and $\bar{n}$ is the effective refractive index of the filter. The meaning of the equation is that a characteristic of the filter that is located at the wavelength $\lambda_0$ for normal incidence shifts to the wavelength $\lambda(\alpha)$ for non-normal incidence. Such characteristics can be, e.g., the center position of the reflection peak or the edges. Following this equation, the reflection peak will shift towards lower wavelengths (blue shift) with increasing angles of incidence and the shift will be the stronger, the lower the effective refractive index of the filter is. The blue shift of a Bragg filter is shown in Figure 5. The spectral shift with increasing angles of incidence needs to be considered for the application of filters.

**Figure 5.** Angular dependent reflection characteristic of a Bragg stack. In the figure, the reflectance of a rugate filter is displayed in dependence of the wavelength and the angle of incidence. The reflection peak of the filter is situated around $\lambda = 1,000 \text{ nm}$ and shifts towards the blue for an increasing angle of incidence.
The Bragg description is very general and therefore applies to many interference filters including, to a certain extent, 3D photonic crystals [11,12]. Appearance of the Bragg effect, however, requires periodicity in the plane of incidence. It is therefore possible to deviate from an angular characteristic that is defined by the Bragg effect by using certain non-periodic structures. Such an approach has been suggested for example by Imenes [13].

3. Spectrally Selective Filters for PV Concepts with Luminescent Materials

3.1. Fluorescent Concentrators

The fluorescent concentrator is a device to concentrate diffuse as well as direct radiation. It was developed mainly in the late seventies [14,15] and early eighties [16,17] of the previous century. A fluorescent concentrator is a plate consisting of a synthetic material (e.g., polymethylmethacrylate, PMMA), into which a fluorescent dye is included. The dye absorbs radiation of certain frequencies and later emits radiation that is spectrally shifted towards lower frequencies (Stokes shift). The emitted light is transported via total internal reflection to the edges of the plate, where solar cells are located that convert the arriving radiation into electricity. As the edges typically have a smaller area than the front of the plate, the fluorescent concentrator effects a geometrical concentration of radiation. The idea behind the fluorescent concentrator was to replace expensive solar cells with cheap synthetic materials.

The fluorescent concentrator features several problems that resulted in low efficiencies of the system. Although organic dyes had high quantum efficiencies, these high efficiencies were limited to a narrow spectral range in the visible. Neither for the UV nor for the infrared range could dyes with satisfying quantum efficiencies be found; in the latter case even for fundamental reasons. Other problems are reabsorption caused by an overlap of absorption and emission range of the dye and a limited stability of those dyes sensitive in the infrared. A fundamental loss mechanism is constituted by the transport mechanism directly. It can be assumed that the dye emits light isotropically into every direction. For this reason, a fraction of the emitted light enters the escape cone, i.e., the light is emitted into directions where no total internal reflection occurs. All these problems led to a reduced research interest in the late eighties and in the nineties.

Only recently has the fluorescent concentrator experienced a new burst of interest. One reason for this stimulus is the availability of spectrally matched solar cells that better fit the spectral emission of the dye. Another reason was the development of a concept that aims towards an elimination of the escape cone losses by the application of spectrally selective filters. This idea was proposed by B. Richards in 2004 [18] and by G. Glaeser in 2006 [19]. Currently, several groups are working on fluorescent concentrators again [20-29].

Assuming isotropic emission, the escape cone losses may be estimated as follows: all light emitted into a direction that has a polar component smaller than the critical angle of total internal reflection leaves the concentrator, while all other light is transported without losses. These assumptions are simplifications in several aspects. One aspect is that Fresnel reflections are neglected. This omission is justified because even if light is reflected by Fresnel reflections, the reflectance is generally much lower than 100%. As the light in the escape cone has steep directions, it needs to be reflected many
times to reach the edges, meaning that the amount transported via Fresnel reflections has only a minor effect. Another aspect is that reabsorption effects are neglected. Reabsorption increases the chance for light to enter the loss cone. An estimation of the additional contribution of reabsorption to the escape cone losses is difficult and depends on the geometry on the concentrator. Neglecting reabsorption and assuming perfect reflection for all light for which total internal reflection occurs makes this estimation a lower boundary for the fraction of light in the escape cone:

\[
N_{cone} = \left( \frac{2\pi}{2\pi} \right) \int_{0}^{\theta_c} \int_{0}^{\theta_c} \sin \varphi \, d\varphi \, d\theta \, d\varphi = 1 - \sqrt{\frac{n^2 - 1}{n^2}} = \theta_c \arcsin \left( \frac{1}{n} \right)
\]

In this equation \( \theta_c \) is the critical angle of total internal reflection and \( n \) is the refractive index of the synthetic material. A typical value here is \( n = 1.49 \), which results in escape cone losses of \( N_{cone} \approx 26\% \) [17].

**Figure 6.** Concept to improve fluorescent concentrators with spectrally selective filters. In the fluorescent concentrator, a dye absorbs light and subsequently emits it with smaller frequency. The light is either emitted into a direction where total internal reflection occurs and is transported to the edges (I), or it is emitted into the escape cone and is, without filter, lost. Typically these escape cone losses cover at least 26\% of the emitted light. With a filter, the filter reflects the light in the escape cone and transports it to the edges (II).

A spectrally selective filter may help to reduce escape cone losses, because the spectral ranges of absorption and emission are separated. It is therefore possible for a filter to reflect the light emitted by a dye but transmit the light absorbed by it. Such a filter would eliminate escape cone losses completely. However, a real filter will show a reduced performance for several reasons. Absorption and emission range of the dye overlap; it is therefore not possible to design the filter in a way that it is transparent for all incident light and reflect all emitted light at the same time. Additionally, the filter will show some reflection in the absorption range of the dye, though these reflections may be reduced if the filter is deposited directly onto the concentrator. Furthermore, the reflectance of the filter will be lower than one in the emission range of the dye so that not all light in the escape cone will be transported to the
edges [30]. A hitherto unsolved problem is the angular dependence of spectrally selective filters. Typically, the reflection peak of such filters is shifted towards smaller wavelengths for increasing angles of incidence. This causes additional losses for all light with non-normal incidence.

These complexities make the demands on filter quality very high. Only a filter with a very low reflectance in the absorption range of the dye, a very high reflection in its emission range and a very steep edge between these two spectral ranges will result in a considerable increase in light guiding efficiency. Specially designed edge filters were used to experimentally examine the effect of spectrally selective filters on the light guiding efficiency of the fluorescent concentrator. In the investigated setup, the edge filter was used with a fluorescent concentrator of quadratic shape, a side length of $l = 2.1$ cm and a thickness of $t = 3$ mm. For this setup, the efficiency of a solar cell attached to one side of the concentrator was increased by 19% relative from $\eta = 2.6\%$ to $\eta = 3.1\%$ due to an increase in light guiding efficiency [31].

Figure 7. Characteristics of a fluorescent concentrator and an edge filter optimized for the application on this concentrator. Presented are the reflection characteristics (R) of an optimum and a real filter, as well as the absorption (A) and the photoluminescence (PL) of the dye. The optimum filter would show no reflection in the absorption range of the dye and specular reflection in the PL range. In a real fluorescent concentrator, absorption and PL of the dye overlap, causing reabsorption and prohibiting a complete separation of both ranges. A real filter will reflect some light in the absorption range of the dye and will transmit some light in the PL range.

3.2. Upconversion

Photon upconversion is the process of creating one high-energy photon out of at least two low-energy photons. The big advantage of this concept is that it addresses the bottleneck of the low
absorption of long wavelength light in solar cells with nearly no drawbacks. All improvements are real gains, since they come on top of the original performance of the solar cell.

Looking at the example of silicon solar cells, around 20% of the incident solar radiation power is lost because photons with energy below the band-gap are transmitted straight through the device (Figure 8). An ideal upconverter pushes the theoretical efficiency limit from close to 30% up to 40% for a silicon solar cell illuminated by non-concentrated light [32]

**Figure 8.** Illustration of the fundamental losses in a silicon solar cell, associated with the sub-band-gap (transparency) losses of low-energy photons and the thermalization losses of high-energy photons.

First upconversion systems have been realized experimentally. The highest upconversion efficiencies achieved so far were reported by Richards and Shalav in [33]. They report an external quantum efficiency $EQE_{UC}$ of 3.4% at 1,523 nm laser excitation for a system consisting of a bifacial silicon solar cell and a NaYF$_4$:Er$^{3+}$ upconverter.

The major problems of common upconverter materials like NaYF$_4$:Er$^{3+}$ [34] are the narrow absorption range and the high intensity needed for efficient upconversion. Spectrally selective filters are used to overcome these problems.

As an example of how this may be done, an advanced upconversion system shall be discussed. This system is shown in Figure 9. The basic idea behind this system is to use several mechanisms to concentrate light on the upconverter. The first mechanism is *spectral concentration* [35,36]. To achieve spectral concentration, a fluorescent concentrator is used (compare with section “Fluorescent Concentrators”). The task of the fluorescent concentrator is to absorb light in a broad spectral range and emit it in the absorption range of the upconverter. The second mechanism is *geometric concentration*. The upconverting material is placed on small areas between the solar cell and the fluorescent concentrator. It is coupled to the concentrator so that light is able to leave the concentrator only at those places where the upconverting material is situated.
**Figure 9:** Setup of an advanced upconverter system. The solar cell absorbs photons with energies above the band-gap ($\nu_1$). Photons with less energy are transmitted ($\nu_2$, $\nu_3$). The upconverter transforms especially low energy photons ($\nu_3$) into high energy photons that can be used by the solar cell ($\nu_1$). Photons with energies below the band-gap but above the absorption range of the upconverter ($\nu_2$) are absorbed by a fluorescent concentrator, which emits photons in the absorption range of the upconverter ($\nu_3$). The emitted radiation is guided by total internal reflection and/or photonic structures to the upconverter. As the upconverter does not cover the whole area, a geometric concentration is achieved. Radiation which is emitted from the upconverter towards the fluorescent concentrator is back reflected by a spectrally selective photonic structure [36,37].

Different spectrally selective filters, selecting different parts of the spectrum, are positioned in different parts of the system for several tasks. First, spectrally selective filters are placed between the upconverter material and the fluorescent concentrator. They are transparent for the light absorbed by the upconverter but reflect the light emitted by the upconverter. In that way no radiation is lost in the direction of the fluorescent concentrator. Secondly, spectrally selective filters may be placed between solar cell and fluorescent concentrator (everywhere where no upconverting material is located) to reduce escape cone losses (see section concerning fluorescent concentrators). Finally, spectrally selective filters may also be placed between upconverter and solar cell to reflect all radiation in the absorption range of the upconverting material, increasing the light intensity in the upconverting material. Positioning luminescent materials inside a cavity is a technique used also in other applications, like e.g., laser technologies [38]. Other methods of enhancing the intensity, like e.g., quantum dots [39] are beyond the scope of this work and are only mentioned here for reference.
4. Spectrally Selective Filters for PV Concepts with Spectrum Splitting

4.1. Spectrum Splitting by Geometrical Assembly

A spectral beam splitting architecture does provide an excellent basis for a multi-junction photovoltaic system with virtually ideal band gap combination, thus having the potential to reach very high conversion efficiency. In comparison to monolithically grown multi-junction solar cells, the spectrum splitting is provided by an additional optical element added into the course of the solar beam. On the one hand this optical element is another source for loss mechanisms and increases the complexity of the system, but on the other hand the solar cell material can be selected without constraints to lattice constant and current matching. Due to the missing current limiting constraint, the spectral beam splitting device reveals a higher limiting efficiency [40] and is less sensitive to spectral changes, thus leading to a theoretically higher energy yield. The idea of using a geometrical assembly was first suggested by Jackson. However, the first experimental demonstration was done by Moon et al. by applying a 17-layer dichroic reflector stack [41]. More recently, there have been new investigations on spectral beam splitting systems induced by highly accurate thin film deposition technologies currently available [42-45].

A geometrical assembly has been recently fabricated to realize a spectral beam splitting prototype [46]. Figure 10 shows this geometry of the prototype, using two dichroic filters to split the beam into three parts, which are then directed onto three solar cells. The prototype uses a four junction solar cell system (one dual junction solar cell and two single junction solar cells) to convert the partial spectra with high efficiency.

**Figure 10.** Arrangement of the prototype receiver using the geometry of a 45°-parallelepiped to build a light trapping, spectral beam splitting architecture including three solar cells (one dual junction- and two single junction solar cells) and two beam splitters. The beam splitters are positioned directly in front of the solar cells and are optically connected by a transparent layer of silicone.
Two spectral beam splitters with short pass characteristics were used to split the sunlight. Figure 11 shows the transmission characteristics of dichroic filter 1 and 2. The transmission band of filter 1 transmits the sunlight between 380 and 850 nm, whereas between 850 and 1,800 nm the light is reflected. Dichroic filter 2 transmits in a wider wavelength range (380–1,080 nm) and therefore reflects just between 1,080–1,800 nm. As shown, edge filters for photovoltaic applications need to provide broadband characteristics, which causes thick filter stacks of up to several hundred layers.

The edge filters were simulated and deposited using TiO$_2$ as high refractive index material and SiO$_2$ as low index counterpart. The filter structures are similar to the one shown in Figure 3. The filters used for this investigation consisted of 220 layers. Such a dielectric stack presents a complex, but close to ideal example of an advanced optical element for photovoltaic applications.

**Figure 11.** Optical transmission of spectral beam splitter (a) and (b) as used in the prototype with edge wavelength at 850 (1,080) nm. The blue line shows the simulated characteristics as is the case in a system set up with 45° incidence angle. The red line shows the measured transmissions of the fabricated beam splitters with back reflections of the filter substrate glass while not connected to the solar cells. The measured characteristic is close to the simulated one (thin dotted black line), showing virtually ideal characteristics. The spectrally weighted transmissions between 380 and 850 (1,080) nm is 96.4% (95.5%) while the reflectance between 850 (1,080) and 1,800 nm is 98.1% (97.2%) Reproduction with permission from B. Gross, the figure appears in [46].

The system described in this section was realized and reached efficiencies of more than 30% under one sun illumination [46].

4.2. Spectrum Splitting with Diffuse Light Trap

The idea of a diffuse light trap is to scatter the internal light so that it sooner or later reaches every point inside the trap. In that way every solar cell inside the light trap is illuminated with the same spectrum. An optimum filter needs to transmit only the part of the spectrum that is most beneficial for a certain solar cell and reflect all other light. The optimum optical characteristics of the filters, the
ranges of high transmittance and high reflectance, of the filters depend sensitively on the specific solar cell system. An optimization with the aim of maximizing the system efficiency has to be carried out for each concept independently. A typical starting point is to chose a band pass filter, i.e., a filter that is perfectly transparent in a certain spectral range and reflects perfectly everywhere else.

Now, the optical efficiency of the trap shall be estimated. Independent of the exact construction of the light trap, the photon flux into and out of the light trap will be equal under equilibrium conditions. Let us now consider the situation for light of a certain wavelength. The flux into the cell is the light entering the trap through the entrance aperture $A_{ent}$. The flux out of the light trap is made up of several contributions:

- The light absorbed by the solar cell for which the light is intended. This contribution depends on the solar cell area $A_{c1}$ and the reflection of the filter in front of it $R_{c1}$.
- The light absorbed by any other solar cell. This contribution depends on the solar cell area $A_{c2}$ and the reflection of the filter in front of it $R_{c2}$.
- The light absorbed by the walls of the light trap. This contribution depends on the area not covered by solar cells $A_t$ and the absorption of the trap $A_{abs_t}$.
- The light leaving the trap through the entrance aperture $A_{ent}$

In a simple approach, the following assumptions were made: the light inside the light trap is perfectly diffuse. The trap includes three solar cells that each cover the same area ($A_{c1} = A_{c2}$), each corresponding to 10% of the trap surface so that the chance of being hit by a photon is 10% for each solar cell. The chance for a photon of being accepted by the different solar cells is defined by an effective transmission $T_{c1} = 1 - R_{c1}$ (for the intended solar cell) and an effective reflection $R_{c2}$ (for the solar cells the photon is not intended to reach). To simplify things, both values $T_{c1}$ and $R_{c2}$ were varied simultaneously and it was assumed that they take the same value. In the variation shown in Figure 13, a negligible size of the entrance aperture was assumed and the absorption at the trap walls was varied. Several more variations have been carried out which are not shown here. Already from these simple estimations, several conclusions about the properties of the light trap can be drawn:

- The entrance aperture should be small compared to the area covered by the intended solar cell. The relation of aperture area $A_{ent}$ to cell area $A_{c1}$ defines the minimum loss.
- The quality of the filter should be as high as possible but some imperfections are acceptable. A reduction in filter quality of 1% will roughly reduce the optical efficiency by 1% per solar cell for which the light is not intended.
- The area in the light trap covered by solar cells should not be too small. Otherwise, wall absorption will become more and more important. Even in the moderate setup considered with 30% wall covering, wall absorption of 1% decreases the optical efficiency by ca. 6%. If the wall covering is halved, the reduction already increases to ca. 15% per percent absorption.

Several examples for diffuse light traps have been proposed. One example is the photovoltaic cavity converter (PVCC), which has been investigated by several groups [47-49]. This device consists of a spherical light trap with a white colored interior, similar to an Ulbricht sphere. Solar cells are attached to the sphere interior. Light is concentrated on to a small entrance aperture. The solar cells are equipped with spectrally selective pass filters, which are transparent in the spectral range intended for the solar
cell. The light is distributed uniformly inside the sphere so that every solar cell is illuminated with the same spectrum. Another diffuse light trap has been described by Goetzberger [50]. This light trap was designed as a planar concentrator made of a material with refractive index $n$. Light scattering in combination with total internal reflection results in an increased light intensity inside the light trap. Solar cells are attached to the plate and are equipped with spectrally selective pass filters, transparent in the intended absorption range of the cell. As diffuse light traps suffer from losses through entrance aperture and wall absorption, this concept has not yet become popular.

**Figure 12.** Dependence of the optical efficiency of the diffuse light trap on the filter quality and the absorption at the walls. Calculated was the fraction of photons accepted by the intended solar cell. For a perfect filter characteristic ($T_{c1} = R_{c2} = 1$) and no wall absorption, all photons arrive at the intended solar cell. With increasing wall absorption and decreasing filter quality the optical efficiency drops. Losses caused by the aperture area are neglected.

**Figure 13.** Sketch of the light traps proposed by (a) Ortabasi and (b) Goetzberger. The main differences between these concepts is that the light bulb is filled with air, while the light trap by Goetzberger ideally has a body made of a high index material to increase the internal intensity.
4.3. Intermediate Reflectors

For several reasons it is beneficial to stack different solar cells on top of each other. The different solar cells use different parts of the solar spectrum, and the combination results in an increased efficiency of the stacked system compared to what a single solar cell can achieve [51]. Stacked solar cells, however, face several problems of their own, one of which being that the current of all cells must be matched because the cell with the lowest current limits the current of the entire system [52]. Spectrally selective filters can be used for this purpose, as shall be discussed here for the example of the micromorph tandem cell.

The micromorph tandem cell combines a top cell made of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and a bottom cell made of microcrystalline silicon (μc-Si). The a-Si:H solar cell is a thin film solar cell that can be produced cheaply but shows a relatively low efficiency. The micromorph tandem cell concept combines this low cost thin film approach with the highly efficient tandem cell concept. A sketch of the concept is shown in Figure 14.

![Figure 14. Schematic sketch of the micromorph tandem cell concept.](image)

The a-Si:H top cell has the larger electrical band gap, therefore the voltage produced by this cell is higher than the voltage from the μc-Si bottom cell. Also the current generated by both cells is different, as the top cell generates a lower current. The properties of the cells are characterized by their external quantum efficiencies (EQE), shown in Figure 15.

In the spectral region where the EQEs of top- and bottom cell overlap, a spectrally selective intermediate reflector can be used to reflect photons into the top cell, increasing the quantum efficiency and the photon current. [53-55]. The characteristic of this reflector is that photons in the spectral overlap between $\lambda = 550$ nm and $\lambda = 700$ nm are reflected, while photons with higher
wavelengths are transmitted. This concept has convenient aspects for the solar cell concept as well as for the filters used.

**Figure 15.** External quantum efficiencies of the two junctions of a micromorph tandem cell [53]. High energy photons are nearly completely absorbed in the top a-Si:H cell, low energy photons are transmitted to the bottom μc-Si cell and are absorbed there. For wavelengths above \( \lambda = 550 \) nm, the EQE of the top cell is limited by the low absorption coefficient.

![External quantum efficiencies of the two junctions of a micromorph tandem cell](image)

For the solar cells, the use of the intermediate reflector is beneficial for two reasons:

- The current mismatch between the two cells is decreased. Typically, the top cell limits the system current. The intermediate reflector increases the top cell current.
- The voltage of the top cell is higher. Therefore every photon used by the top cell instead of the bottom cell converts a larger fraction of its energy into electricity.

The optical filter required for this concept has to meet several conditions:

1. In order not to lose photons, the filter needs to be transparent for all photons that are used more beneficially by the bottom cell than by the top cell.
2. The filter has to reflect exactly the number of photons that is required for current matching. The filter therefore does not need a certain very high reflection, but the reflection characteristic needs to be matched to the solar spectrum and the quantum efficiency [56].
3. As the tandem is connected in series, the filter needs to be sufficiently electrically conductive. This demand is the most special one, as typical optical filters do not need this property.

A structure which meets all of these demands is the inverted opal [57]. The lowest photonic bandgap of the opal in the \( \Gamma-L \) direction provides a spectrally selective reflection. As the lowest photonic bandgap was chosen, no further reflections for higher wavelengths must be expected. By choosing the photonic bandgap according to the spectral overlap of the quantum efficiencies of top and bottom solar cell, the first two demands are met. To meet the third demand, the inverted opal can be fabricated from a conductive material. One of these materials is aluminium doped ZnO [58], but other materials like SiC are also possible. For such a system, a relative increase of 10% was predicted.
5. Summary

In this work we summarized several aspects of how solar cell systems may be improved by spectrally selective optical elements. We started with a discussion of several spectrally selective filters. Three examples were chosen here that frequently are used in the context of solar cells. The first example is the optimized Rugate filter, the second example is the edge filter and the third example is the artificial opal. All of these filters have several advantages and disadvantages that make them especially interesting for different PV applications. We discussed design criteria for such filters and showed typical reflection characteristics. After that we discussed several PV concepts that use the aforementioned filters. The first example is the fluorescent concentrator. Here spectral selectivity is used to reduce losses from the most important loss mechanism, the escape cone of total internal reflection. By the application of an edge filter, the current of a solar cell attached to the side of the concentrator was increased by 20%, corresponding to an equally high capture of lost photons. The second example is up-conversion. Spectrally selective filters here are used to guide the desired part of the spectrum onto the up-converting material and to support the concentration of this non-linear process. The third example discussed is spectrum splitting by geometrical arrangement. Here spectrally selective filters are used to distribute different parts of the solar spectrum onto solar cells with different band gaps that utilize the considered part of the spectrum most efficiently. In this example, the distribution is achieved via a geometrical arrangement. A prototype reached an efficiency of more than 30% under non-concentrated illumination. The fourth example considers a distribution of the solar spectrum by scattering. The filters here are used to reflect all light that is not intended for a certain solar cell. The solar cells are integrated into a light trap with diffuse interior. Beside high demands on the filter, the diffuse reflectance of the light trap and the size of the entrance aperture here play an important role. In the fifth and final example, intermediate reflectors in tandem solar cells are discussed. This concept has very special demands on the spectrally selective filter. As the filter is positioned directly between the different solar cells, it needs to be electrically conductive. By applying the filter, more photons are absorbed in the front cell and less in the bottom cell, which allows for current matching between these cells.

The presented selection of examples is not complete. Concepts that have not been discussed are e.g., photonic crystal back reflectors in solar cells [59] or heat management by selectively reflecting the infrared part of the spectrum [60]. However, already the presented examples demonstrate the wide range of possibilities existing for the application of spectrally selective photonic structures for PV applications. It also demonstrates the potential to improve solar cells by the use of optical and photonic concepts.
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